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Abstract Designing is a knowledge-intensive activity.

For novice design engineers, an important means of

acquiring knowledge is to consult experienced colleagues.

We observed novice–expert consultations as part of three

engineering projects in a large aerospace company. Seven

meetings were analysed in detail regarding the design

activity, the content, and the form of interaction. Although

the meetings were initiated for the purpose of information

seeking, this process amounted to only 8% of the time

compared to knowledge creation between novices and

experts (47% of meeting time), and contextual information

sharing (45% of meeting time). Both experts and novices

were found to contribute equally and interactively to the

discussion and analysis of solutions. The analysis showed

how the processes alternated in the meetings. We identified

tentative patterns on how these consultation processes

change over the course of the design process phases. The

micro-level analysis of the design activities and form of

interaction provided a deeper understanding of how the

consultation processes are discursively produced by the

experts and novices. Finally, implications for design

engineering practitioners are derived and suggestions for

further research are provided.

Keywords Design activity � Design knowledge �
Protocol analysis � Novices � Information seeking

1 Introduction

Acquiring relevant information is an important task for

industrial design engineers (Ahmed and Wallace 2004b;

Wild et al. 2010; Badke-Schaub 2004; Marsh 1997;

Restrepo 2004), since the quality of the design outcome is

dependent on it (Badke-Schaub and Frankenberger 1999).

Due to the complexity of today’s design engineering pro-

jects, knowledge from different fields needs to be inte-

grated in a design. Although it is common practice to work

in multidisciplinary teams, this is not a guarantee that all

necessary knowledge will be readily available in the team.

Also engineering design practice has changed from using

predominantly design and manufacturing information to

now also including in-service information, as was shown

by Jagtap and Johnson (2011) in the aerospace industry.

Empirical studies reported that aerospace engineers

spent on average up to 80% of their workday searching for

information (King et al. 1994). Research into information

searches of different types of design engineers found that

the majority of information searches occur via face-to-face

interactions with other people (e.g. Court 1997; Badke-

Schaub and Frankenberger 1999; Wallace and Ahmed

2003), rather than searching for information in a docu-

mentary source. Information management researchers
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investigating the use of social sources reported different

percentages. Court et al. (1996) reported that 36% of

information was accessed through a person based on in

their study in seven UK engineering companies in different

domains; Marsh (1997) found that 90% of information was

accessed through a person based on his study in a major

aerospace engineering company. An explanation for the

prevalence of using social sources is that people can

translate their knowledge and apply it to a new context

through reasoning processes (Aurisicchio et al. 2010). In

addition, people can provide a rationale of past solutions

(Bracewell et al. 1999)—a need identified as one of the most

significant information needs in engineering companies

(Heisig et al. 2010). Therefore, despite the advent of infor-

mation technology systems, inter-personal communication

remains a vital means for sharing knowledge and informa-

tion within organisations (Mengis and Eppler 2008).

For novices that are new to design engineering practice,

acquiring information is even more important since they

have, by definition, less specialised knowledge to rely upon

than experienced design engineers. Additionally, novices

are also organisational newcomers and as such have a

limited understanding of organisational aspects, such as an

organisation’s culture and procedures (Miller and Jablin

1991). Due to these knowledge gaps, they have different

learning needs compared to experienced organisational

members. In particular, novices need to learn what is

expected of them (Miller and Jablin 1991), how to carry

out their tasks, and where to find knowledge in the orga-

nisation (Penual and Cohen 2003). To assist organisational

newcomers in their learning, companies set up training

programmes, in which they are brought into contact with

experienced organisational members ‘‘to rub elbows’’

(Penual and Cohen 2003). Such programmes aim to train

newcomers in acquiring knowledge from their senior col-

leagues to use it in their own projects.

The present research project was situated at such a

training programme for engineering graduates that were

new to both the company and design engineering practice.

Our research objective was to understand how novice and

experienced design engineers exchange information during

consultation meetings. The research had three aims: (1) to

conceptualise the underlying consultation processes that

occur during such meetings both on a macro-level and a

micro-level; (2) to identify how experts can assist in sat-

isfying novices’ knowledge needs; and (3) to investigate

whether the consultation processes change over the course

of the novices’ design process.

The paper is structured as follows. First, the literature is

reviewed to identify the circumstances in which design

engineers consult other people rather than documentary

sources. Furthermore, literature on design expertise is

integrated to understand how experts can potentially

contribute to novices’ projects. The extant literature on

novice–expert consultations is summarised. Then, the

methodology employed and the findings from the empirical

study are presented. These are followed by our conceptu-

alisation of design consultation meetings based on the

observations and the fine-grained protocol analysis.

Finally, suggestions for further research and implications

for design engineering practice and research are provided.

2 Consulting social sources to acquire knowledge

and information

Since this research addresses knowledge and information

processes in novice–expert consultations, the literature on

engineers’ information seeking behaviour is reviewed to

identify factors that influence source selection and the

reasons why design engineers turn to colleagues during

their information searches.

Firstly, the design process phase (e.g. Pahl and Beitz

1984) influences the information source selection. In their

study in an international oil and gas company, Ellis and

Haugan (1997) found that formal sources were most often

used during early design process phases, i.e. task clarifi-

cation and concept development, with usage decreasing

over time. The usage of social sources became more

dominant during later design phases. Secondly, the nature

of the task influences information seeking behaviour.

Milewski (2007) found that during factual tasks, software

engineers often consult documentary sources, whereas

during diagnostic problem-solving tasks they consult social

sources. In addition, Restrepo and Christiaans (2004) found

that designers consult social sources during problem

structuring activities and documentary sources during

problem-solving activities. Thirdly, the complexity of the

problem at hand influences source selection. Aurisicchio

et al. (2006) found that aerospace design engineers prefer

consulting colleagues when working on complex problems.

Finally, the level of expertise of a design engineer poten-

tially influences source selection. Kwasitsu (2003) found

that the higher the level of an engineer’s education, the less

likely the engineer is to rely on colleagues for their infor-

mation needs. This finding could indicate that novice

design engineers are more likely to search for information

by addressing social sources.

Past research found several explanations why design

engineers prefer to consult social sources. von Krogh et al.

(2000) stated that through conversations with colleagues,

new knowledge can be created, which is unlikely to result

from interacting with documentary sources. Furthermore,

Hertzum and Pejtersen (2000) suggested that people refer

to social sources because they are able to elaborate on the

context of a problem, whereas contextual information is
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often not captured, nor taken into account, in documentary

sources. Similarly, Hertzum (2000) indicated that design

engineers prefer to address social sources because people

have the ability to surpass the current state of affairs and

envision new solutions. Finally, Aurisicchio et al. (2010)

reasoned that design engineers address social sources

because certain requests for problem-solving assistance can

only be satisfied by making inferences involving intellec-

tual effort, a prerogative of people. The intellectual effort

involved in responding to an information processing

request is higher compared to the effort involved in

reconstructing past project information, since new reason-

ing is needed. Furthermore, the authors argued that, besides

satisfying information needs through addressing social

sources, other benefits for consulting people exist—such as

building social networks.

2.1 Consulting design expertise

Research on expertise found that it typically takes 10 years

of extensive practice to become an expert in a specific field

(Ericsson and Lehmann 1996). Several empirical studies

have investigated the nature of design expertise in specific.

Most aimed at identifying the differences between novice

and expert design engineers. The literature was reviewed to

understand what experts could potentially contribute to

novices’ projects.

The most obvious difference between an expert and

novice is that an expert has more detailed domain knowl-

edge (Sonnentag 2000). Furthermore, the way experts

structure their knowledge also differs: experts store their

knowledge in larger chunks (Cross 2004; Petre 2004;

Akin 1990) and create integrated knowledge structures

(Sonnentag 2000). Due to these integrated structures,

experts can, for instance, focus their solution search effort

more effectively to the more fruitful areas of the solution

space, since they have an overview of the interaction and

trade-offs between different variables, and they can reduce

the complexity of the design engineering context to its

fundamentals (Petre 2004).

Furthermore, experts are assumed to have different

procedural knowledge. Experts develop guiding principles

that help them prioritise and find direction in the design

process (Lawson 1990, 2004). The expertise model

developed by Kruger (1999) identified problem-solving

knowledge as one of the characteristic knowledge types of

experts, which can be seen as a type of procedural

knowledge. Liikkanen and Perttula (2009) studied novice

designers in the concept development phase and found that

they often refrained from explicit problem decomposition.

The authors suggested that this could explained by the

novices’ limited domain-relevant knowledge, which makes

a decomposition strategy inefficient.

Finally, and potentially most importantly, what distin-

guishes experts from novices is the difference in experi-

ential knowledge (Lawson 2004). As Lawson points out, it

is not declarative knowledge structures that enable design

engineers to proceed from a problem to a solution in a

single step, but rather making analogies between past

experiences and the current problem by retrieving part

design episodes and generating new solutions based on that

knowledge (Hargadon 1998; Hargadon and Sutton 1997).

This process is facilitated by experts’ developed thinking

processes that are based on knowledge structures regarding

typical events, which enables experts to apply knowledge

in a new context without having to go through extensive

analysis of the past solution itself—a process also known

as analogical reasoning (Lawson 2004; Casakin 2004; Ball

et al. 2004). Therefore, what distinguishes experts from

novice design engineers is that experts are able to apply

their experience and understanding of past solutions in new

projects. An example of the usage of experiential knowl-

edge by experts is what Ahmed et al. (2003) called the

preliminary evaluation loop. The authors identified that the

main behavioural pattern on which experts differed from

novice design engineers is that experts used a preliminary

solution evaluation loop before they implemented the

solution. The authors found that expert design engineers

relied on their experience to execute such preliminary

evaluations by reasoning whether a solution under con-

sideration is worth pursuing. Similarly, Ericsson and

Lehmann (1996), based on their extensive literature

review on expertise in different domains, concluded that

experts have the ability to accurately anticipate outcomes

of actions.

Besides these cognitive differences between experts and

novices, it is worth emphasising the context-dependent

nature of expertise. The capabilities of experts are highly

domain-bound, and, as such, the evaluation of a persons’

expertise is context dependent (Hoffman et al. 1997).

Based on the differences outlined above, it is concluded

that novices would consult experts with the intention (1) to

elicit some of their domain-specific knowledge; (2) to get

input regarding design processes and how to approach the

design tasks based on the experts’ procedural knowledge;

(3) to tap into their experiential knowledge to learn about

past solutions and how such solutions can be applied in the

context of their project; and (4) to receive rapid feedback

as to whether their proposed solutions are worth pursuing.

2.2 Novice–expert interactions in design engineering

Although the literature on design expertise is well devel-

oped, novice–expert interactions in the context of design

engineering have been little explored. Key studies in this

field are those of Eris and Leifer (2003) and Ahmed and
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Wallace (2004b), who focused on the expert side and the

novice side of the interaction, respectively.

Eris and Leifer (2003) interviewed process experts, team

members, and others to understand the responsibilities of

process experts during expert–team interaction as part of a

specific knowledge transfer programme in an industrial

company. They identified seven responsibilities of process

experts: (1) knowledge sharing; (2) process reference; (3)

filling the gaps; (4) process improvement; (5) gaining

social acceptance; (6) solution creation; and (7) tool util-

isation. Although these responsibilities show a particular

characteristic of a novice–expert consultation, this study

does not show how experts interact with novices to fulfil

these responsibilities.

Ahmed and Wallace (2004b) studied novices involved

in a knowledge acquisition project in the aerospace

industry to understand their knowledge needs. By analys-

ing novices’ questions and statements during novice–expert

interactions, it was found that novices’ knowledge needs

can be classified into eleven classes: (1) obtaining infor-

mation; (2) typical value; (3) terminology; (4) trade-offs;

(5) how does it work; (6) why; (7) what issues to consider;

(8) when to consider particular issues; (9) how to calculate;

(10) design process; and (11) company process. The

authors found that novices’ queries can be classified as

questions and statements, accounting for 71 and 29%,

respectively. Furthermore, novices were found to pre-

dominantly query existing bodies of knowledge, which is

illustrated by the eleven categories. Since this study was

executed in the context of a knowledge acquisition project,

this could have influenced the external validity of the

research.

As this review showed, the current understanding of

novice–expert interactions in design engineering is still

limited. The focus of previous research was either on ele-

ments not directly related to the interaction, e.g. experts’

responsibilities, or on isolated elements of the interaction,

e.g. novices’ questions and statements, rather than on the

discourse as a whole. Consequently, the results did not

describe the processes that occur during novice–expert

consultations. Furthermore, the context of novices’ projects

was neglected in previous studies and the studies refrained

from a diachronic analysis.

3 Methods

In order to study novice–expert consultations within their

organisational context, we opted for an observational field

study. Since few studies have so far addressed the pro-

cesses in novice–expert consultations, we adopted an

inductive data analysis approach. The first author spent

7 weeks shadowing three novice teams and observing and

recording consultation meetings. Based on the transcripts

of these meetings, all authors engaged in identifying

themes, which were then related to the literature and

resulted in three coding schemes. The details of the

research setting, the sample, and the coding are explained

below.

3.1 Research setting

The research setting was the graduate training programme

at Rolls-Royce Aerospace Engineering. The observed

consultation meetings took place in the context of the

trainees’ Design and Make project, which forms part of

their 20-month programme. The trainees can be considered

novice design engineers because they were recent engi-

neering graduates who held general engineering degrees.

Therefore, they had little experience in solving design

problems in an industrial setting. Prior to this project, the

trainees had completed two placements working on engi-

neering tasks not involving design work. Besides being

novices to design engineering practice, the trainees were

also new to the company. The experts in this research were

Rolls-Royce employees who were identified by the trainees

as suitable sources. Hence, we take expertise as socially

situated and assessed by the specific context, following

Hoffman et al. (1997). Locating the right experts in the

organisation to seek assistance was part of the novices’

information search; it often took the trainees several phone

calls to locate the right expert. By means of a post-con-

sultation questionnaire, we distinguished between meetings

in which novices inquired about the experts’ knowledge

and meetings in which the novices addressed their ques-

tions to the wrong person. Hence, we only included

meetings in our sample in which both novice and expert

reported that an actual consultation had taken place.

Each team consisted of four male graduate trainees who

worked on an engineering design task for a client in Rolls-

Royce. They had not previously worked together. During

the first 7 weeks of the project, the teams developed a

design concept, which they built and tested in the

remaining 5 weeks. Each team worked on its own task. For

the purpose of the trainee programme and this research, the

tasks can be regarded as comparable in terms of their

complexity. A brief synopsis of the projects is presented

below:

• Team A designed and built a handheld measurement

device for the leading edges of fan blades. Fan blades

must be inspected periodically to assess the need for

repair. The major requirements for the team were to

enable a fast, cost efficient, and accurate measurement

device to assess the proximity of the leading edge to the

critical (repair) condition.
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• Team B developed and tested new vent pipe restrictor

designs to decrease their propensity to blockage. The

key issue was to develop a test rig for measuring the

relative improvement of the proposed designs over

the current design.

• Team C created a working model of a magnetic

harmonic drive to demonstrate this novel technology

and measure its efficiency and output torque. Their task

included the development of computer simulations of

the magnetic forces and corresponding torque output.

3.2 Sample

Our sample consists of seven meetings by three different

teams across the design process phases (Pahl and Beitz

1984). Since the ‘embodiment design phase’ and the

‘detailed design phase’ were difficult to empirically dis-

tinguish between, we conflated these categories into the

‘detailed design phase’. The novice–expert consultation

meetings occurred naturally during the trainees’ projects;

given the complexity of the projects, the trainees often had

to search for relevant knowledge as input to their problem-

solving activities. Since the novices arranged the consul-

tations with experts, they can be considered properly

motivated to make the most out of each consultation.

We aimed to maximise variety of information needs and

consultation patterns. Therefore, our selection criteria were

as follows:

• An even meeting distribution over the different project

phases (task clarification, conceptual design, and

detailed design)

• An even meeting distribution over the three different

teams.

A brief overview of the selected meetings and attendees

is provided in Table 1. The meetings are presented in order

of the timing in the design process phases: task clarifica-

tion, conceptual design, and detailed design.

For the purpose of this study, we treat these meetings as

instances of novice–expert consultation practices across the

design process phases. Although each team was working

on their own task, the processes are comparable in that the

members had a similar educational background and they

worked on projects similar in size, scope, and the process

to be followed, i.e. all teams had to develop a concept

design during the first 6 weeks of the project and to test

a working prototype during the final 6 weeks. Since the

further career path of the trainees was partly based on the

their performance during the Design and Make project,

the project coordinators took great care in selecting projects

of comparable complexity to allow for a fair comparison.

3.3 Data analysis

The analysis was informed by the protocol-analysis tradi-

tion in design research (Cross et al. 1996; McDonnell and

Lloyd 2009; Badke-Schaub and Frankenberger 1999). We

analysed the inter-personal communication during natu-

rally occurring design meetings (e.g. Luck and McDonnell

2006). The driving force behind the consultations was

considered the novice’s knowledge need (Ahmed and

Wallace 2004a), since this is ultimately the cause for the

interaction. Since the expert’s response influences the

outcome of the consultation and consequently the novice’s

satisfaction, the interactions were studied from both the

novice’s and the expert’s perspective.

For further methodological inspiration, we drew on

studies that focused on designer–user interactions (Luck

and McDonnell 2006) and teacher–student interactions

(Hmelo-Silver and Barrows 2008; Hogan et al. 1999).

These studies illustrated that the relation between the

speakers’ conversational behaviour and the shared infor-

mation could be investigated by adopting a detailed anal-

ysis strategy focusing on both conversation content and

dynamics. Furthermore, the studies of Hmelo-Silver and

Barrows (2008) and Hogan et al. (1999) illustrated that

insightful relations can be identified between macro- and

Table 1 Meeting characteristics

Meeting Team Design process phase Number of words Duration Expert(s) Novice(s)

1 B Task clarification 11,709 01:07:24 E1 B1, B2, B3, B4

2 A Task clarification 7,698 00:39:30 E2, E3 A1, A2, A3, A4

3 A Conceptual design 9,932 00:54:06 E4 A1, A2, A3, A4

4 B Conceptual design 8,000 00:43:08 E4 B1, B2

5 B Conceptual design 8,539 00:50:06 E5, E6 B1, B2

6 C Detailed design 3,520 00:27:41 E7, E8 C1

7 C Detailed design 9,771 01:01:01 E4 C1
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micro-level investigation leading to more comprehensive

characterisation of the discourse.

The starting point of our analysis (see Fig. 1) was the

explicit properties of the verbal communication (Heritage

2001; Luck and McDonnell 2006), i.e. communication

other than that expressed via the verbal communication

channel was not taken into account. The explicit verbal

communication was analysed in terms of: (1) the content of

the communication and (2) the form of the communication.

In the qualitative analysis of the content, we interpreted the

verbal communication in terms of the type of activity that

the novice and expert performed. The analysis of the form

addressed how a message was phrased, i.e. as a question or

statement (Ahmed and Wallace 2004b). The resulting

conversational balance scheme captures the initiator and

the provider of the information being exchanged in the

interactions between expert and novice.

3.3.1 Coding procedure

Three coding schemes were inductively developed on dif-

ferent levels of analysis and then related to the literature,

following Miles and Huberman (1994). All five authors

read the meeting transcripts and the codes were developed

through ongoing internal discussion. Several rounds of

coding all data resulted in three final coding schemes. For

the purpose of the code development and application, we

used NVivo—a software tool that supports coding docu-

ments as part of qualitative analysis (Lewins and Silver

2007). The codes were mutually exclusive. After the final

coding schemes were decided upon, the entire data set was

recoded using all three final coding schemes. Both quali-

tative and quantitative analysis methods were used to fur-

ther analyse and make sense of the codes’ frequencies and

the code patterns (Chi 1997). The six steps followed in

developing the three coding schemes are explained below.

First, we inductively developed an initial set of con-

sultation process codes based on the observations of the

first author. These macro-codes were adjusted through

interaction with the data and aimed at capturing the macro-

processes that occur during novice–expert consultation

meetings. Then, the analysis of the type of utterances

focused on the conversational turn. A turn is the speech

uttered by one speaker before the floor is taken by another

speaker (Hogan et al. 1999). Each conversational turn was

classified as either a statement or a question (Ahmed and

Wallace 2004b; Hmelo-Silver and Barrows 2008). When a

question and statement were uttered within one conversa-

tional turn, it was decided to split these into two turns.

In the third step, episodes, i.e. chunks of the conversa-

tion focused on the same topic, were identified through the

investigation into topic-changes or what Brown and Yule

(1983) called ‘topic boundary markers’. Then, conversa-

tional balance codes were identified through pattern finding

based on the micro-level analysis. Three main modes were

distinguished: discourse units, question–answer sequences,

and interactive discussions. Discourse units are sequences

of talk in which one speaker mainly contributes and the

other speakers only support this contribution, e.g. agreeing

or uttering a minimal response (Houtkoop and Mazeland

1985). A distinction was made between information pushes

and information pulls to characterise the information flow in

the interactions. This terminology was adapted from infor-

mation technology research, e.g. Cybenko and Brewington

(1999) where it is used to describe operations for addressing

information resources.

Question–answer sequences were coded as either a

novice pull or an expert pull; discourse units were coded as

either a novice push or an expert push, depending on the

initiator. When novices and experts were involved in

interactive discussions, i.e. the novice and the expert took

alternating turns in talking about a topic, this was coded as

interactive. The initiator of an information push or pull is

perceived to be the person who steers that part of the

interaction. Observations regarding the identified episodes

in step 3 showed that sometimes a question was posed but

answered only later after a previous issue was resolved. In

these instances, the question was coded as information pull

and the corresponding response as a delayed answer. As

such, the analysis of the conversation content informed the

conversational balance coding.

The final list of conversational balance codes is shown

in Table 2.

In the fifth step, we inferred the activity that was dis-

cursively performed based on the analysis of the episodes

identified in step 3. A first version of this activity coding

scheme was based on Stempfle and Badke-Schaub’s (2002)

category system, which served as a theoretical starting

point open for further adjustments to fit to the data (Miles
Fig. 1 Analysis framework for novice–expert interactions in design

engineering
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and Huberman 1994). The list of activity codes shown in

Table 3 was refined through several alternations, which

involved splitting up, merging, and adding codes based on

the constant comparison of the different codes.

Finally, we revisited the consultation process codes

identified in step 1. The code combinations of the con-

versational balance and the activity coding schemes were

mapped on the main consultation process codes. The

micro-analysis was used to inform and inductively adjust

the consultation process codes. The final consultation

processes were the following: (1) information seeking, (2)

knowledge creation, and (3) contextual information shar-

ing. An overview of the consultation process code

descriptions is provided in Table 4. The different activity

and conversational code combinations and the corre-

sponding consultation process codes are provided in the

Appendix. In coding the consultation processes, the epi-

sode, activity, and conversational balance were taken into

account. For example, when a question–answer pattern

occurred, this not automatically amounted to an informa-

tion seeking process. It depended on the activity performed

by means of the question–answer pattern, i.e. when a

question by the novice was related to a solution generation

activity, this was considered part of a knowledge creation

process as this can be seen as asking generative questions

(Eris 2004). The final analysis of the codes was performed

by means of querying code frequencies in NVivo.

The inter-rater agreement was calculated (Wickens

1989) based on the codings of the first author and the

second author of 10% of the sample. The Cohen’s Kappa

coefficients of 0.827 for the activity codes and 0.922 for the

conversational balance codes indicate a high agreement

between coders (Cohen 1960).

4 Results

In this section, the results of the in-depth analysis of the

seven consultation meetings are presented. Starting with

brief synopses of the meetings (see Table 5), the three

main consultation processes identified in the research are

presented.

Table 2 Conversational balance codes

Categories Description

Expert push Expert initiated sequence of statements in which the expert is the information provider

Expert pull Expert initiated sequence resulting from a question, in which the novice is the information provider

Novice push Novice initiated sequence of statements in which the novice is the information provider

Novice pull Novice initiated sequence resulting from a question, in which the novice is the information provider

Expert delayed answer Expert answer to a question earlier in the consultation asked by the novice

Novice delayed answer Novice answer to a question earlier in the consultation asked by the expert

Interactive Iterative expert and novice statements

Table 3 Activity codes

Category Description

1. Problem understanding Discussing the problem, its background, the causes of the problem, implications of the problem,

and the problem context of the novices’ current project

2. Requirement finding Defining, adjusting, adding, or sharing the requirements of the current task

3. Past design discussion Discussing a past solution for both the current problem and other solutions

4. Solution explanation Explaining potential solutions for the current project, generated before the consultation

5. Solution generation Generation of new (sub-) solutions for the current project

6. Solution analysis Predicting of behaviour, discussing judgments, or evaluating of (sub-) solutions

7. Decision making Deciding regarding the design or design process

8. Design process Discussing the process of the current project

9. Communication process Meta-communication, introducing people, discussing meeting objectives

10. Organisational information sharing Discussing company procedures, information sources, or expertise distribution in the company

11. Team coordination Discussing the current and/or future collaboration between the expert and novice(s)
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4.1 Consultation processes

Three consultation processes were distinguished: infor-

mation seeking, knowledge creation, and contextual

information sharing. Table 6 shows the distribution of

the three consultation processes in the seven meetings.

The duration of the processes was estimated based on a

word count, rather than on the actual time spent in each

process. Since the coding schemes were based on dif-

ferent units of analysis and the codes often started at

different points in the transcripts and even the smallest

unit, the utterance often differed in length. Therefore,

simply counting the co-occurrences of utterances

between the two coding schemes was not an option.

Instead, we counted the number of words coded to

indicate the time spent. On 10% of the sample, we

performed a correlation analysis between the number of

words in the transcript coded as consultation process

codes and the time spent on these processes using the

audio files. This indicated a strong relationship between

word count and time (Pearson’s product–moment corre-

lation coefficient r = 0.977, p \ .000).

The variation in time spent on the different processes is

noticeable and can be explained by the fact that the

meetings were captured during different phases of the

design process. Overall, the results show that little time

was spent on information seeking—on average 8%—

compared to knowledge creation processes—on average

47%—and contextual information sharing processes—on

average 45%.

A remarkable finding was how little the novices relied on

explicit questioning to retrieve existing technical design

information, as is employed in information seeking processes.

Ahmed and Wallace (2004b) had found that novice–expert

consultations contained many question–answer sequences.

We however found they mostly engaged in knowledge crea-

tion, a process in which experts and novices collaboratively

create new design knowledge. Considering that contextual

information sharing constituted such a substantial part of

novice–expert discourses, this process appears to be a sup-

porting process of the information seeking and knowledge

creation processes.

Table 6 shows the distribution of the three consultation

processes across the design process phases. Information

seeking decreased with the development of the project

(Pearson’s product–moment correlation coefficient r =

-0.929, p \ .01). Therefore, the more the design is defined,

the less time the novices spent on explicitly querying the

Table 4 Consultation process codes

Categories Description

Information seeking The explicit information requests, or questions, posed by novices and the corresponding expert reply

Knowledge creation Interactive discussions that involve the synthesis of new knowledge for the novices’ task

Contextual information

sharing

When novice and expert explained contextual information, e.g. their educational backgrounds or the history of the

task at hand

Table 5 Meeting synopses

Meeting Synopsis

1 Team B consulted an expert regarding the background of their design task. The consulted expert developed several redesigns in the

past, which were discussed extensively in the meeting

2 Team A met with two measurement specialists to better understand what requirements their measurement device must satisfy to go in

the after-sales market. The experts had much experience in developing such devices and provided process guidance and helped in

evaluating the team’s early ideas regarding suitable measurement technologies

3 Team A met with a senior designer to evaluate their list of potential technologies for their measurement device. Much time was spent

on predicting the behaviour of the solutions

4 Two members of team B met with a senior designer to evaluate their test rig concept, develop, and explore new solutions for a number

of sub-problems

5 Two members of team B consulted two senior rig designers. The rig designers gave many practical tips and identified critical problems

in the trainee’s rig design concept

6 A member of team C approached two bearing designers to evaluate his concept design and his bearing calculations. The experts

proposed many changes and drew these in the trainee’s CAD drawing. The bearing designers explained which variables to take into

account when selecting bearings

7 A member of team C consulted two senior designers to receive feedback on his screw and thermal calculations. During the discussion,

the experts identified many new issues and tentative solutions were collaboratively generated and evaluated. The experts shared their

experiences in manufacturing a working model and provided the trainee with practical tips
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expert’s knowledge. A significant positive correlation was

found between the time spent on knowledge creation and the

phases time scale (r = 0.857, p \ .05). Knowledge creation

rarely occurred early on in the process. We expected that at

this phase of the project, novices would not yet engage in

knowledge creation with the experts because they were still

developing their problem understanding. However, in the

conceptual and detailed design project phases, the time spent

on this process increased. The time spent on contextual

information sharing did not change across the process

phases.

Although the results presented so far may suggest that

the consultation processes evolved sequentially, the data

analysis showed that the processes were fragmented and

often alternated from one consultation process to another.

On average, these switches occurred 56 times in a meeting

(SD = 22). Figure 2 shows the sequence of alternation

between the consultation processes in the seven meetings.

The horizontal axis represents the length of the meeting

transcript. As such, the stripe length indicates the time

spent on a particular process over the course of the meet-

ing. When qualitatively inspecting these stripes, we found

that in the task clarification phase (meetings 1 and 2) the

alternations occurred in a more sequential fashion com-

pared to a meeting during the conceptual design project

phase (meetings 3, 4, and 5). The meetings in the task

clarification phase started with longer periods of contextual

information sharing that alternated with information seek-

ing periods. Later in these meetings, alternations between

contextual information sharing and knowledge creation

emerged. It seems that sharing background information in

the task clarification phase is discursively performed in

larger chunks whereas it is more fragmented in the concept

development phase. Figure 3 shows how often the six types

of alternations occurred within one meeting as a percentage

of the total alternations. It illustrates that in meetings 1 and

2 an even distribution of alternations occurred between

contextual information sharing and information seeking

(grey coloured segments) and between contextual

information sharing and knowledge creation (white col-

oured segments).

In addition, we found indications that the contextual

information sharing processes in the conceptual design

phase were on average shorter compared to meetings in the

task clarification phase, as is shown in Fig. 4. In meetings

in the concept development phase, alternations between

contextual information sharing and knowledge creation

started from the beginning of the meeting onwards, see

Fig. 2. This pattern does not hold for meeting 5, where

much time is spent at the beginning of the meeting to

establish a common understanding of the problem. A

possible explanation for this discrepancy is that the con-

sulted expert realised that he did not have the right

expertise and asked a colleague to join the discussion,

which led to more contextual information sharing to get his

colleague up to speed.

It is noteworthy that in five out of seven meetings, the

participants had not previously met. Only in meetings 4

and 7, the novices met with an expert that they had already

consulted. As it can be seen in Fig. 2, in these two meet-

ings contextual information sharing and knowledge crea-

tion alternated at the beginning of the meeting, while most

of the remaining meetings started with a more extensive

contextual information sharing phase. This trend, however,

was not found in meeting 3, where knowledge creation

already occurred early.

4.2 Discursively produced consultation processes

To acquire a more in-depth understanding of the consul-

tation processes, the transcripts were also analysed at a

finer grain size. Investigating the activities performed in

the meeting, more insights were gained regarding how the

consultation processes are discursively produced by the

expert and novice during the consultations. The combina-

tions of the activity and conversational balance codes were

found to map well in each of the three main consultation

processes. For example, when an expert pushed new

Table 6 Overview of consultation processes per meeting

Process Meetings Average

(%)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Design

process phase

Task

clarification

(%)

Task clarification (%) Conceptual

design

(%)

Conceptual

design

(%)

Conceptual

design

(%)

Detailed

design

(%)

Detailed

design

(%)

Information seeking 19.9 25.1 2.5 0.9 0.1 7.5 0.0 8

Knowledge creation 23.6 35.4 47.0 66.2 64.2 39.2 51.6 47

Contextual information sharing 56.6 39.5 50.4 32.9 35.7 53.3 48.4 45

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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knowledge for the purpose of solution generation, this was

considered a knowledge creation process.

As shown in the Appendix, during the information

seeking episodes, four main sub-processes were performed

in the conversation. Firstly, the novices queried the expert

with the aim of improving their problem understanding

(36.2%), and obtaining organisational information (32.4%).

To a certain extent, the novice inquired about past solutions

(17%) and about future meetings between the expert and

their team (13.7%).

During the majority of knowledge creation episodes, the

novice and expert collaboratively analysed solutions

(25.6%), and experts pushed their reasoning regarding

solution analysis (22.3%). To a lesser extent, experts gen-

erated new solution proposals (12.9%) and expressed their

views regarding the design process followed by the novices

(10.9%). When novices pulled new solutions from experts,

this can be seen as asking generative questions (Eris 2004).

Posing deep-reasoning questions was part of knowledge

creation too and happens in the meeting when novices

Fig. 2 Alternations between

consultation phases in meetings

1–7

Fig. 3 Alternations between

consultation processes

compared between meetings
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pulled a solution analysis regarding the solutions under con-

sideration (Eris 2004). As the Appendix shows, however, little

time was spent dealing with generative design questions posed

by the novices compared to the time spent on deep-reasoning

questions posed by the novice. Knowledge creation processes

were mainly focused on generating and analysing new solu-

tions. This was performed through collaborative reasoning

discussions, or expert initiated discussions.

During contextual information sharing, many sub-pro-

cesses occurred. Often, experts pushed information regard-

ing past solutions (16.4%) or expressed their insights

regarding the novices’ problem (12.3%). To a lesser extent,

experts inquired about the solutions the design team con-

sidered (9.2%), and pushed organisational information

(8.5%). Furthermore, we found that novices shared the

details of their task (9.9%) and explained potential solutions

(9.2%) and their project’s process (8.1%). In summary, the

contextual information sharing process was mainly focused

on information exchanges regarding the novices’ project.

This was aimed at bringing the expert up to speed and

transferring general organisational information, such as

organisational protocols and the whereabouts of other

potentially interesting experts for the novices to talk to.

5 Discussion

This study confirmed that novice–expert consultation

meetings are opportunities for novices to acquire useful

information and to create new knowledge about their

design. We identified three main processes during consul-

tations: knowledge creation, information seeking, and

contextual information sharing. During information seek-

ing, novices asked explicit questions to seek technical

design information. During knowledge creation, novices

generated new knowledge, and experts applied their

experiential knowledge on the task so as to generate new

knowledge about the design. Finally, during contextual

information sharing, novices shared information about

their task, and experts shared information about their

expertise and ways of operating in the organisation.

Furthermore, the findings indicate that the time spent on

the three main consultation processes changed throughout

the design process phases. Across all meetings, the time

spent on information seeking decreased, while the time

spent on knowledge creation increased and that on con-

textual information sharing remained constant. While this

finding needs to be treated with caution, as it is aggregated

across three different projects, the prevalence of knowledge

creation in later meetings could indicate that the novices

used the meetings to draw on the experts’ experiential

knowledge in helping them think through a solution.

It was striking to find that so little time was spent on

information seeking. The small number of explicitly posed

questions contradicts the findings of Ahmed and Wallace

(2004b) that novices posed explicit questions in 71% of

their information queries. Their study also found that

novices most often inquired about existing bodies of

knowledge, whereas in our study it was found that

knowledge creation occurred far more often than infor-

mation seeking. These differences could be caused by the

fact that the discourses studied in our research were cap-

tured as part of real design projects, whereas the discourses

studied by Ahmed and Wallace originated from a knowl-

edge capture project. Therefore, this research illustrates the

importance of studying knowledge acquisition in its social

context.

In this study, approximately half of the time was spent

on contextual information sharing, which is a process that

merely supports the information seeking and knowledge

creation processes. This finding implies that during nov-

ice–expert interactions a substantial amount of contextual

information needs to be shared between the speakers before

they can focus on the actual information seeking and

knowledge creation.

Based on the investigations into the micro-level, it was

found that novices spent a substantial amount of time

explaining project details and the design problem specifics.

Increasing the expert’s problem understanding appears to

be a key task for novices to ensure a successful consulta-

tion. Only through sharing this contextual information, will

the information provided and the knowledge created by the

expert fit the specific novice’s problem. Additionally, it

was found that experts contributed to the novice’s task by

providing both design engineering knowledge and their

experience, the first aiming to fill the knowledge and

information gaps existing between novices and experts, as

was also identified by Eris and Leifer (2003), and the second

aiming to use the expert’s experience as a resource for cre-

ating new knowledge about the design (von Krogh et al.

2000). The finding that the novices’ knowledge needs were

context-specific highlights the need for consulting social

sources, as identified by previous studies (e.g. Hertzum

2000; Hertzum and Pejtersen 2000; Aurisicchio et al. 2010).

Fig. 4 Average length of consultation processes over the meetings
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Cross and Sproull (2004) stated that when a problem is

not fully specified—which is common in design engi-

neering practice—actors must first lay out the various

problem dimensions before being able to generate solu-

tions, a process included in our study in contextual infor-

mation sharing. Several other studies also emphasised the

importance of bridging consultation gaps between novices

and experts by means of grounding. Clark and Brennan

(1991) stated that during a conversation, speakers con-

stantly need to update their common ground. They stated

that actions executed collaboratively must be built upon

common ground between speakers. These studies only

described the need to get the novice up to speed with the

experts’ expertise; the present study also identified the need

for sharing project and process information from the nov-

ices’ side to get the expert up to speed with the novice’s

design problem. This constant process of creating common

ground manifested itself in our study through the frequent

alternation between the knowledge creation and contextual

information sharing processes.

Our findings indicate that the novices’ design problem

formed the common ground between the novice and expert

and facilitated the transfer of knowledge between them.

The experts responded by applying their knowledge to the

novice’s problem without necessarily making this explicit.

Similar to apprenticeship approaches to developing mas-

tery experience (Collins et al. 1989), the novices were able

to observe the expert’s reasoning and approach and could

model their own approach on their observations without the

need for the expert to articulate their implicit knowledge.

Similarly to Hargadon and Bechky (2006), the appropriate

amount of contextual information sharing between the two

parties seemed vital for the novices to ‘pick the expert’s

brain’. Without sufficient contextual information, a novice

risks asking questions that do not fit the expert’s expertise,

and the solutions generated by experts are likely to misfit

the novice’s design problem. Research on teams in which

members hold partial information showed that people are

more likely to discuss information they hold in common

than to share complementary information (Stasser and

Titus 1985, 1987). We believe, therefore, that it is a bal-

ancing act to mediate between sharing sufficient contextual

information while, at the same time, spending sufficient

time on the actual consultation process.

Finally, a tentative pattern was found that consultations

follow a more sequential process in the task clarification

phase compared to the conceptual design phase. This

finding can be explained through the theory of the

co-evolution of the design problem and solution as pro-

posed by Dorst and Cross (2001). In meetings 1 and 2, the

novices and the experts collaboratively set the problem

through relatively long sequences of contextual informa-

tion sharing, informed by periods of information seeking

and knowledge creation. In the conceptual design phase,

they alternated fast and often between contextual infor-

mation sharing, which is instrumental in setting the prob-

lem, and knowledge creation, which was here instrumental

in generating and evaluating solutions. It seemed that by

creating solutions through collaborative knowledge crea-

tion, they also needed to deepen their understanding of the

design problem at hand. The knowledge created about the

(new) design problem through sequences of contextual

information sharing formed the input for creating knowl-

edge on (new) parts of the solution.

5.1 Limitations and suggestions for further research

A limitation of this study is the small number of meet-

ings analysed. The meetings also originated from dif-

ferent albeit comparable projects, and it may be

debatable if an aggregation across all meetings is actu-

ally meaningful. In-depth qualitative field research

always faces such commensurability problems—neither

can the data collection be intelligibly randomised nor can

a sufficiently large sample be obtained to control for

differences between the cases. Another limitation is that

the meetings were gathered in one specific field of

design engineering—namely the aerospace industry—and

in only one company. In order to determine whether the

findings could be generalised, more research into such

consultation meetings in other organisations and design

engineering fields would be needed.

This research developed and employed a conceptuali-

sation of novice–expert consultations as a social process. In

doing so, we acquired an understanding of the processes

occurring during such consultations. Suggestions for fur-

ther research are to investigate novices’ behaviour in more

depth and to identify strategies that novices can adopt when

searching for expert input. Furthermore, the finding that the

processes alternated often could be further investigated by

analysing how the interaction changes and what the results

for the conversation are. By means of such an investiga-

tion, the mechanisms that novices and experts can use to

create common ground during consultations can be iden-

tified. In addition, future research could attempt to eluci-

date what constitutes an effective design consultation.

5.2 Practical and theoretical implications

In terms of practical implications, we believe that novice

designers could be supported during organisational entry

by heightening their awareness of consultation processes.

By unravelling processes, activities, and conversational

balances of consultations, structures and relations were

found that can help novice and expert designers by

increasing their understanding of elements in the
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conversation that are of importance during the meeting.

Our study found that experts could help novices by

improving their problem understanding, by providing

them with design input in the form of solutions and

analysis, and by increasing their organisational under-

standing. Trainee programmes could also include mod-

ules on knowledge elicitation strategies as used for

requirement elicitation or in knowledge management (see

for example Firlej and Hellens 1991) to enable novices

to draw more effectively on the implicit knowledge of

the experts.

Another practical implication for novices is the impor-

tance of sharing their project knowledge with experts—

through contextual information sharing—to have an

effective consultation. For novices, it might seem strange

that sharing their knowledge is of much importance.

Experts might respond as if they already understand the

novice’s design problem. With the novices rests the sig-

nificant task of validating that the expert’s understanding of

their design problem is indeed correct.

In terms of theoretical implications, this study showed

how novices acquire existing knowledge from experts and

generate new knowledge during consultation meetings in

the context of a multinational aerospace engineering

company. Research in related fields confirms this role of

consultation meetings as a means for information seeking.

Berends et al. (2011) analysed such consultations in R&D

environments in the consumer electronics and the oil and

gas industry. Hargadon and Bechky (2006) report similar

consultations in design and strategy consultancy firms.

While we cannot empirically generalise our particular

findings, we believe these studies corroborate our findings

and suggest that similar dynamics may occur in other

knowledge-intensive industries.

This study contributes to design engineering research by

showing how activities during interactions between novice

and expert designers are related to the discourse charac-

teristics, or in other words, showing ‘what’ is done ‘how’.

Furthermore, this study provided a research framework for

studying design discourses on a fine-grained level, which

could be of value for studying other types of design dis-

courses, e.g. communication between designers or client–

designer interactions.

5.3 Conclusion

This study found that novices acquire existing knowledge

from experts and generate new knowledge together with

experts during consultation meetings by means of three

consultation processes: information seeking (on average

8% of meeting time), knowledge creation (on average

47% of meeting time), and contextual information shar-

ing (on average 45% of meeting time). Contextual

information seeking was identified as a main supporting

process: Without sharing sufficient contextual informa-

tion, a novice risks asking questions that do not fit the

expert’s expertise, and the solutions generated by experts

are unlikely to fit the novice’s design problem. As such,

this study indicates that novices and experts need to

balance sharing sufficient contextual information with

collaborating on the actual consultation request.

Over the course of the design process phases, the time

spent on information seeking decreased, while the time

spent on contextual information sharing remained con-

stant and that on knowledge creation increased. In other

words, the nature of the consultation changed in relation

to the progression in the design process, moving from

straightforward pieces of information to a co-design

process.

Both experts and novices were found to contribute to the

discussion and analysis of solutions, and as such, both have an

important and different role in the consultation process. We

found that the novice’s design problem facilitated the transfer

of knowledge between them as the expert could apply their

knowledge to the novice’s problem without necessarily

making this explicit. This research stresses the importance of

having small task-related social encounters, such as the nov-

ice–expert consultations, in which design engineering prob-

lems are discussed and collaboratively tackled, like the

creative collectives described by Hargadon and Bechky

(2006). These interactions enable the transfer and imple-

mentation of implicit knowledge. Since this knowledge is

often of contemporary nature and not (yet) formally docu-

mented, interactions between designers while focusing on

actual problems are major knowledge transfer and creation

mechanisms, which should be valued accordingly.
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Table 7 Occurrences of consultation processes, activities, and conversational balance

Consultation process Activity Conversational balance Occurrence

Information seeking Total 8% of the meeting

Problem understanding Novice pull/expert answer 1,753 36.2%

Organisational information sharing Novice pull/expert answer 1,569 32.4%

Past design Novice pull/expert answer 822 17.0%

Team coordination Novice pull/expert answer 665 13.7%

Solution explanation Novice pull/expert answer 35 0.7%

Knowledge creation Total 47% of the meeting

Solution analysis Interactive 7,148 25.6%

Solution analysis Expert push 6,225 22.3%

Solution generation Expert push 3,598 12.9%

Design process Expert push 3,050 10.9%

Solution analysis Novice push 2,246 8.0%

Solution analysis Expert pull/novice answer 1,206 4.3%

Solution analysis Novice pull/expert answer 1,119 4.0%

Design process Novice pull/expert answer 662 2.4%

Design process Interactive 607 2.2%

Solution generation Interactive 510 1.8%

Requirement finding Expert push 397 1.4%

Solution generation Novice pull/expert answer 360 1.3%

Requirement finding Interactive 311 1.1%

Requirement finding Novice pull/expert answer 203 0.7%

Requirement finding Novice push 93 0.3%

Requirement finding Expert pull/novice answer 91 0.3%

Decision making Expert push 74 0.3%

Decision making Novice pull/expert answer 31 0.1%

Decision making Novice push 10 0.0%

Decision making Interactive 0 0.0%

Decision making Expert pull/novice answer 0 0.0%

Contextual information sharing Total 45% of the meeting

Past design Expert push 4,478 16.4%

Problem understanding Expert push 3,342 12.3%

Problem understanding Novice push 2,696 9.9%

Solution explanation Novice push 2,647 9.7%

Solution explanation Expert pull/novice answer 2,511 9.2%

Organisational information sharing Expert push 2,318 8.5%

Design process Novice push 2,195 8.1%

Problem understanding Expert pull/novice answer 1,191 4.4%

Team coordination Expert push 1,047 3.8%

Communication process Expert push 803 2.9%

Requirement finding Novice push 746 2.7%

Solution explanation Expert push 615 2.3%

Communication process Expert pull/novice answer 394 1.4%

Team coordination Interactive 386 1.4%

Requirement finding Expert pull/novice answer 380 1.4%

Communication process Novice push 370 1.4%

Design process Expert pull/novice answer 309 1.1%
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